Corporate News
Admission to GXG Markets First Quote, the European Stock Exchange for SMEs
(small and medium-sized enterprises)
Northwest Oil & Gas Trading Company, Inc. ("the company" or "NWO") is pleased to announce that
the company's stock has been admitted to GXG Markets, First Quote under the stock symbol NWO.
GXG First Quote is an EU Multilateral Trading Facility which is operated by GXG Markets A/S. The
GXG First Quote Market provides early stage growth companies with an ideal environment to
develop their business model and corporate governance whilst benefitting from a market quote.
Northwest Oil & Gas Trading Company, Inc. is an investment company in the oil and gas industry.
The core business areas are organized into a regional focus in the US and in the Middle East,
Africa and Europe. In the US the focus is on the acquisition and reactivation of oil- and gas-fields to
expand these to a maximum production by using modern methods. The objective is occupying
niches that appear uninteresting and not lucrative enough for large corporations.
With its Joint Venture companies NWO is involved in projects in the European-, Middle East- and
Africa-region including refinery projects. NWO is able to offer an innovative technology to build and
run a refinery with extremely competing terms and conditions. Further NWO together with its Joint
Venture companies is involved in developing an absolutely new form of generating power.
The company was founded in May 2007. Its first years were characterized by the preparatory work
for today's business. The company has authorized and issued 50 Million fully paid-in shares with a
nominal value per share of 0.20 US-Dollar.
Disclaimer/Predictive statements: This notification serves only general purposes and is not meant as a tender to
purchase or sell shares of NORTHWEST OIL & GAS TRADING COMPANY, INC.
Some statements in this notification are so-called forward-looking statements under the U.S. Private Securities Litigation
Reform Act of 1995. These assertions are based on current expectations, estimates and forecasts as well as currently
available information. The future-oriented assertions are not to be understood as guarantees of the cited prospective
developments and results. The statements are not based on historical background, but rather represent predictive position
statements and assumptions subject to risks and uncertainties which could cause actual events or results to differ
materially from those reflected in the forward-looking statements and assumptions, including, but not exclusively, certain
delays beyond the control of the company, uncertainties regarding future and/or unexpected costs, the inability or failure
to obtain adequate financing on a timely basis, changes in the national and local laws, natural catastrophes, the risk of
inadequate insurance or the inability to conclude an insurance contract and other risks, as well as also entirely unknown
risks, uncertainties and factors which could lead to situations where the actual results, financial situation, developments or
performance of the company considerably deviate from those which were expressly or implicitly assumed in these
statements or assumptions. Should one or more of these risks and uncertainties materialize, or should underlying
assumptions prove incorrect, actual results may vary materially from those described in forward-looking statements.
NORTHWEST OIL & GAS TRADING COMPANY, INC. is neither commited to update this forward looking statements nor
to amend them in the case of an unexpected trend.
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